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BLACKVUE Over the Cloud

App

FEATURES
Live View
Emergency Alarm
GPS Tracking
Two-way Voice Communication
Video backup
Remote video playback

www.blackvue.com

1. What is BlackVue
Over the Cloud?
BlackVue Over the Cloud combines state-of-the
-art dashcam technology with cloud ubiquity
to make the most out of your BlackVue dashcam.
Video backup, real-time GPS-tracking, alarm, the
possibilities are endless. BlackVue Over the Cloud
is all about using your dashcam to its full potential,
so that you and your car are always connected.

2. How does it work?
Taking advantage of a mobile or car-embedded
Internet connection and a BlackVue dashcam,
BlackVue Over the Cloud connects you to your
car through the Cloud. Using the BlackVue App
on your smartphone or tablet, you see in real
time where your car is located and what is
happening around it.

Compatibility

Compatible operating systems
iOS, Android, Windows, Mac.
Compatible dashcam models
DR650GW-1CH
DR650GW-2CH
DR650GW-2CH Truck
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Live View
Remotely monitor your car in real time.
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Emergency Alarm
Receive notifications on your phone when preset events occur.

GPS Tracking
Visualize on a map your car’s location and speed.

I can see a traffic
jam ahead! Take
the next exit.

Alright, thanks
for the heads up!

Two-way voice communication
Talk with people in the car from your smartphone.

BLACKVUE Over the Cloud

Video backup.
Move files from your dashcam to the Cloud storage or your
smartphone/tablet, right from the app.
No more worrying about videos being overwritten on your
dashcam’s storage.

BLACKVUE Over the Cloud

Remote video playback
Play videos stored in the Cloud or in your dashcam anytime on
your smartphone or tablet.

4. How can BlackVue Over the Cloud benefit you?
Drivers love the peace of mind procured by dashcams, as those embedded
cameras can provide video proof in case of an accident. BlackVue Over
the Cloud largely augments the features of a dashcam by pairing it with
the Cloud.
BlackVue Over the Cloud provides value to everyone.

I can see your pizza should be there in 5 minutes!

A. Individuals can connect to their car from anywhere, anytime,
and be alerted whenever events occur (accident, disconnection
of dashcam from the Cloud).
B. Small businesses owners can monitor delivery vehicles on a
map in real time and communicate with them directly thanks
to the integrated two-way communication function.
C. Larger companies can take advantage of BlackVue Over the
Cloud to monitor their fleets of vehicles and greatly reduce
installation and maintenance costs in comparison to traditional
surveillance systems, while also enjoying rich data in real time.

About Pittasoft
Pittasoft has set the standard in the car dashcam industry since it was
established in 2007. Taking car dashboard camera technology to the
next level with its groundbreaking Full-HD 1-channel and 2-channel
cameras, Pittasoft has enabled global customers to maximize usability
by connecting car dashcams to smart devices via Wi-Fi and BlackVue
Cloud services. Anytime, anywhere, BlackVue Cloud provides comfort
with instant access to playback, live view and video publishing to
YouTube as well as peace of mind with emergency alarm, location
tracking and backup of important footage.
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